Bible Sighted by Durgan

Aliens Steal to Balk Klan Film

WHIP HAND HELD BY DEMOCRATS, PROGRESSIVES

POST TO LIBERALIZE HUMAN RIGHTS WITH COMBINED FACILITIES FOR POLITICAL

Congressional Record Held Before Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce

(Reprinted from The Indianapolis News)

WASHINGTON, D.C., Dec. 20—A measure designed to liberalize the conditions under which aliens may be held for a short period for criminal purposes has been introduced in Congress by Representative John F. M. Cooper, Democratic of Indiana. The measure provides for the detention of aliens in tempo-rary detention centers, and it is expected to be passed by the House this week.

Business Men Hear Splendid Talk by the Rev. Mr. Clark in Masonic Temple

MINISTER PRESENTS CLAN FACTS FORCIBLY TO KOKOMO AUDIENCE

Outlook Series Involve Whirler-wind of Discussion Through-out the State

KLAN MEMBERSHIP IN CALIFORNIA TAKES ON SUDEN STORM

Threat Note Says No More Klan Pictures

Field Men From Indian Harry-Mc-. Will Be in Work on Coast

YEAR BOOK OF INDIANA EXCELS HOLY WRIT AS LITERATURE SAYS MAYOR

Lafayette Executive Loses Audience When Christians in Attendance Show Resentment by Leaving Tomlinson Hall—Newspapers Garble Story in Effort to Befuddle Klan—Indianapolis News Fails to Quote Mayor’s Remark That Caused Protestants to Leave

Any Public Official Belonging to Klan Not Fit to Sit on Streets of Nearest Citizen”-Vitriolic Attack Is Made on Organization by Latest Anti Candidate But No Word of Resentment Heard Until Bible Is Lightly Speared Of—Thousands Leave and Meeting Continues—Commissioner Otto Ray Shows Activity

(Buy Wood)

Declaring the 1922 year book better literature than the Bible, Lafayette’s permanent mayor, George W. Durgan, delivered his keynote speech in his new lecture on government at Tomlinson Hall on the 21st. When it was heard by a large number of students present, the meeting continued

(Continued)

FOUNDER OF LIBERTY HALL IS PRAISED FOR HIS SPLENDID WORK

E. M. Hardin Receives Letter From Grand Dragon of Indiana—Work Progressing

Activities Against Project By Anti-Potentates Are Over

R. H. Hardin, founder of Liberty Hall, now known to have been moved to the Grand Dragon in East Streets, is in receipt of a letter from the Grand Dragon.
PORTLAND ORDER IS IN ITS NEW QUARTERS

Progress Record and Plans for Year Widness—Shank Fells "What He'll Do"

PORTLAND, May 18—By the time this week's Portland Press Herald is published the organization will have moved into its new quarters in the Portland Press Herald Building.

The organization was formed in 1872 and has since that time been known as the Portland Press Herald Building, the headquarters for the Portland Press Herald.

The move is expected to be completed by the end of the week.

The new quarters will be located on First Street near the intersection with Exchange Street.

The Portland Press Herald Building is one of the oldest and most historic buildings in Portland.

The organization has been headquartered in the building since 1872.

The move will bring the organization closer to its main office and allow for better access to the newsroom and the rest of the staff.

The new quarters will be a significant improvement for the organization, providing more space and modern facilities.

The organization is excited about the move and looks forward to working in its new space.

The Portland Press Herald Building is an important landmark in Portland and has been a fixture of the city for over 100 years.
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THE FIERY CROSS

Klan Burial Held at Elwood, Indiana

On December 31, William A. Nolde was buried at Elwood, Indiana. The funeral services were conducted at the Methodist Episcopal church from which William Nolde came to take over the business in that city. Funeral services were conducted in the Methodist Episcopal church from which William Nolde came to take over the business in that city.

POISON FANGS STRIKE AT ALL PROTESTANTS

Representative From Brooklyn Carries Bill Into Congress Aimed to Kill Klan

FRANKLIN'S LEDGER FOUND IN AN ATTIC

Tells of Poor Richard's Printing Days—Had Been Sought for 100 Years

NEW YORK, Jan. 18—Despatch of Benjamin Franklin's "Poor Richard's Almanack," which contains precepts and maxims for 137 years, was discovered in the United States Library at Washington, D.C. Mr. A. W. W. Sklar, in charge of the library, found the book in an attic, where it had been preserved for many years. The book is now on exhibition at the library.

HISTORIC SITES QUESTIONED
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 Increasing Tendency Among Immigrants To Unite Against Americans, Says Frost

Fifth Article In The Outlook Declares There Is Increasing Political Solidarity of Alien Elements. Series Is Cause of Unlimited Discussion Throughout America. - "Easy to Believe Alien Is Responsible for Corruption in Cities"

STANLEY FROST

Copyright, 1913, by the Outlook. Reproduced by special permission from The Outlook.

There are certain states of mind in which the political tendency of an individual is determined by the environment in which he lives. In such states, the political outlook is formed by the influence of the surrounding society. There are certain states of mind in which the political tendency of an individual is determined by the environment in which he lives. In such states, the political outlook is formed by the influence of the surrounding society.

The Outlook, May 1913
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"ONE OF THE USA" WALKING TOWARDS 18TH AND WASHINGTON

At the heights of 18th and Washington, you'll find shephers of all kinds, including those who are more than likely to be the ones who are building this magnificent structure. The shepherds are walking towards 18th and Washington, and you can see them from your car window.
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BELOIT, WIS.

"A Warm Welcome Guaranteed"
Klansmen Well Repaid

Looking back over the past year's accomplishments, Klansmen can feel that they were not doing too badly. In theory, the group was certainly doing well enough to continue its work without fear of retribution. At the same time, however, they may also have been aware of the dangers that lurked in the dark shadows of the night. The group's activities were shrouded in secrecy, and its members were often forced to act with caution to avoid detection. This was particularly true in areas where the group was relatively new or where its activities were less well-known.

The Klansmen had established a strong presence in the South, where they were active in the white supremacy movement and had gained a reputation for violence. Their activities were often linked to the Alabama Klan, which was known for its aggressive tactics, including burning crosses and other acts of intimidation. The group's activities were also linked to the Democratic Party, which it was believed to support.

The Klansmen's activities were not limited to violence. They were also involved in efforts to intimidate and suppress African Americans, who were seen as a threat to the group's goals. These efforts included spreading propaganda and engaging in voter suppression.

In conclusion, the Klansmen were a powerful and dangerous group that must be watched carefully. Their activities were often linked to violence and intimidation, and they must be dealt with firmly. It is important to remember that the group's activities are not limited to violence, and that other forms of intimidation must also be considered.

The Klansmen's activities are a reminder of the importance of maintaining a strong and vigilant law enforcement presence in the area. This is especially important in the face of the group's aggressive tactics, which are often linked to violence and intimidation. It is important to remember that the group's activities are not limited to violence, and that other forms of intimidation must also be considered.
First Klan Funeral Held at Attica, Indiana

The Fierce Cross

First Klan Funeral Held at Attica, Indiana

יקה הקלאן הראשון בניו אנקה

What Will Aliens Do With Us Is Question

Woman Speaker Tells Of Conditions In Her Immediate Neighborhood

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — In an effort to combat anti-immigrant sentiment, a group of women spoke at a press conference here today. The group, called the Women's Alliance Against Racism, said they were formed to counteract the increasing anti-immigrant sentiment in the country.

The group consists of women from various backgrounds, including former police officers, teachers, and community activists. They have been working together for the past few months to organize events and raise awareness about the issues facing immigrants.

The Women's Alliance Against Racism is calling for the end of discrimination against immigrants and is working to educate the public about the contributions that immigrants make to society.

The group plans to continue its efforts in the coming months and is seeking support from the community to help further their cause.

Whipping Hand Held by Democrats, Progs, Excels, Says Mayor

A Whip (Continued from Page 31)

Tate, father of the now famous exhibition which won an international award when given to the city of the year on a World's Fair, was born in the city of the year.

Your Mayor, (Continued from Page 32)

Tate, father of the now famous exhibition which won an international award when given to the city of the year on a World's Fair, was born in the city of the year.

Liquor Law Arrests Total 457 Persons

TOLLEDO, Ohio — Federal agents made 457 arrests in a nationwide liquor law sweep in the Toledo area today. The sweep was part of a nationwide operation to enforce the volstead act.

The agents, members of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, made the arrests in and around Toledo. The sweep was conducted in cooperation with local authorities.

The operation was part of a nationwide effort to enforce the volstead act, which was passed in 1920 to prohibit the manufacture, sale, and transportation of alcoholic beverages.

The agents made a series of arrests in the Toledo area, including at a number of bars and liquor stores.

The operation was part of a nationwide effort to enforce the volstead act, which was passed in 1920 to prohibit the manufacture, sale, and transportation of alcoholic beverages.
TO MOP ALLIANCE DRY, IT IS ASSERTED
Word Given Out Following Act of Raids Said to Have Been Baked by Khansons

YOUNGSTOWN SCHOOL BOARD IS GRATEFUL FOR AMERICAN FLAG
Klan is Publicly Thanked by Members of Board for the Gift

COLUMBUS CITIZENS REALIZE CRUSADE IS ON IN REAL EARNEST
More Than 30 Arrestees Made in Drive Against Bootleggers Within Few Days

WILSON DECLARES WALSH A FAILURE
Massachusetts Senator "a Disappointment to All Democrats," Ex-President Says

FURNITURE
that makes the ROOMS a cheery, lively place at price that any of our friends can afford to pay. NEW and
100% HONESTLY USED for every room. Let us handle your decor for a false advertising, but HONEST VALUES all the time.

PRICES LOWER

AUTOMATIC INSURANCE AT LOWEST COST
H. W. DeHAVEN

J. J. HASSELD
CHOICE MEATS
Phone Webster 3164
2704 East Washington

PLANS FOR OKLAHOMA CITY
HOSPITAL NEAR COMPLETION

OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla., Jan. 16, 1924: The building committee of the Oklahoma City Hospital, under the chair-ship of Ina R. Hall, at this time is carrying on work on the hospital in a manner which indicates that the hospital will be ready for use within a few months, it was announced today. The committee has been active in the construction of the hospital and has purchased a number of additional acres of land for the hospital. The hospital will be a modern and up-to-date institution and will be equipped with all the latest appliances for the treatment of patients. The hospital is expected to be ready for use in the fall of this year.
New York, Jan. 18.--National defense spending, according to a study of the American Legion, has increased from $1,544,000,000 in 1924 to $2,566,000,000 this year. The Legion is a national organization of veterans of World War I, and its study is based on official government figures. The increase in spending is attributed to the demands of the American military situation, which has become more critical in recent years. The Legion is also concerned that the increase in spending may be due to the influence of special interests, who seek to promote their own agendas through increased defense spending.
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